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LaKeesha Holloway, owner

My objective is 
to embrace your 
ideas abd concepts 
to ensure that we 
deliver exactly 
what you're 
looking for.

by LaKeesha
WEDDING & EVENT PLANNING

Perfect Moment Events
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Trust Perfect Moment Events to take care 

of all your wedding planning and design 

details — from decor and location to floral 

and seating. We will assist you in 

developing a budget, recommend venues 

and vendors, and take care of the day’s 

timeline so you won’t have to worry about 

a thing except showing up!



Vendor Selection and 
Coordination

   Music Selection Assistance
Event Timeline

Food Selection Assistance
Ceremony & Reception 

Direction
Budget Assistance

Payment Coordination

Color and Concept Consulting
Floor Plans

Invitation and Save the Date 
Design

Tabletop Design
 Linen Rental Available

 Lighting Design and Management

where precise planning meets inspired design.

visit www.pmeventsbylakeesha.com or call 731.217.6909   contact@pmeventsbylakeesha.com

Signature Planning+ DesignTrust Perfect Moment Events to take 
care of all your wedding design and production details — from decor and location to 
food and seating. We will assist you in developing a budget, recommend venues and 
vendors, and take care of the day’s timeline so you won’t have to worry about a thing 

except showing up! This package includes unlimited immediate phon.e and email 
communication, and meetings with the venue and vendors, 

final walk-thru, and day-of coordination
Table Linens up to 100 guest.

100 Chair Covers
100 Chair Sashes

100 Dinner Napkins
100 Menu Cards

100 Chargers
12 Flowers Centerpieces 

Design Set Up and Take Down

Partial Planning+ Design is for the bride and groom who have 
selected a venue and a few vendors, but are in need of help securing additional 

vendors, as well as finalizing the event’s design, production, and flow. Selecting the 
Partial Package provides immediate unlimited phone and email communication, 

vendor timeline coordination, client consultation and venue walk-thru, as well as 
day-of coordination.

Plus Table Linens up to 100 guest.
100 Chair Covers
100 Chair Sashes

100 Dinner Napkins.
Design Set Up and Take Down

Month of Coordination is for the bride and groom who have selected 
their venue, vendors, and have the event’s design in place, but are in need of final 

preparations to pull everything together. They also are in need of coordination and 
event management on the big day to ensure everything runs seamlessly.

Some elements that this package includes is a final planning consultation, ideally at the 
venue; timeline coordination with vendors and wedding party; day-of onsite services; 

unlimited phone and email communication 1 month prior to the wedding day.

Design
Life is a story, and a great  design 
has the ability to tell a story. It 
is the reason we love what we do. 
Every project we undertake is an 
opportunity to tell a story. We 

love our clients! They capture our 
imagination and push us to develop 
new concepts. We believe design is 

a series of meaningful details 
that, together, create a 

purposeful setting. With each 
event we strive to make guest feel 

welcome and important, 
communicate a narrative and 

manifest an experience that is as 
uniunique as our clients. As event 
designers, that is our passion and 

our mission.  

Plan
We are wedding Specalists. For 

us there is never anything more 
important than planning the 

perfect celebration of a 
marriage. . We thrive on being a 
part of a day devoted solely to 

celebrating love. While our 
clients are enjoying their 

engagment, they look to us to 
save them time and reduce stress 

so they can truly enjoy the 
planning process and the wedding 
day. Most of all, we understand 
the years of dreaming that are 

entrusted to us to create one day 
of unforgettable and

 Perfect Moments!  
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WeWeW are wedding Specalists. For

us there is never anything more
importatat nt than planning the

perfect celebration of a
marriage. . WeWeW thrive on being a
part of a day devoted solely to

celebrating love. While our
clients are enjnjn oying their

engagment,t,t they look to us to
savava e them time and reduce stress

so they can truly enjnjn oy the
planning process and the wedding
day. Most of all,l,l we understatat nd
the years of dreaming that are

entrusted to us to create one day
of unforgettatat ble and
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...Creating  perfect moments
DeDeD sese isis gs gsigisis gsis ngng
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has the ability to tell a story. It
is the reason we love what we do.
Every projojo ect we undertatat ke is an
opportunity to tell a story. WeWeW

love our clients! They capture our
imagination and push us to develop
new concepts. WeWeW believe design is

a series of meaningful detatat ils
that,t,t together,r,r create a

purposeful setting. WiWiW th each
event we strive to make guest feel

welcome and importatat nt,t,t
communicate a narrative and

manifest an experience that is as
uniuniququq e as our clients. As event
designers, that is our passion and

our mission.

Design Only Packages are avaiable.




